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Here is a simple proof of conjugacy of Bore1 subgroups. A minimum 
of algebraic geometry is used. Varieties given by affine patches are not 
needed. General complete varieties and associated theory is avoided. 
When projective varieties are needed, they are given in terms of a closed 
subspace of full projective space, or equivalently, a graded (quotient) 
commutative algebra (of the symmetric algebra). In this way, the 
projective varieties have their points in one to one correspondence with a 
certain set of ideals. 
In addition to the proof of conjugacy of Bore1 subgroups, we present 
a proof of the closed orbit theorem, affine case and special projective 
case, which uses no dimension theory; merely that finitely generated 
commutative algebras over a field are noetherian. We also present a 
direct construction of the Grassmanain varieties and flag varieties, 
giving the graded commutative algebras associated with them. Part 
of the construction of flag varieties involves the product of Grassmanian 
varieties. When two projective varieties are given by graded commutative 
algebras, we show what operation on the graded commutative algebras 
corresponds to taking the product of the projective varieties. (Geometers 
tell me that this trick follows from Segre embedding.) 
We prove a special projective case of Borel’s fixed point theorem, 
which lacks the full force of Borel’s theorem. The notion of Krull 
dimension of a ring is used in this proof of the special fixed point theorem. 
We also do not arrive at the result that the algebraic group modulo a 
Bore1 subgroup is complete. On the other hand, our proof of conjugacy 
shows that if G is an affine algebraic group with Bore1 subgroup B, then 
there is a rational G-module V, inducing an action of G on PIV, and a 
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line I E PlV, where G * 1 is a closed G-orbit, hence, projective, and B is 
the connected component of the identity of the stability group 
{g E G 1 g * 2 = I>. 
This special projective G-set “G * I” can replace “G/B” for some 
classical applications. 
One of the main techniques is the notion “special projective G-set.” 
These are G-stable closed subsets of PlV, where the G-action is induced 
by V being a rational G-module. 
The following is required of the reader: some basic ideas associated 
with the concept “Noetherian;” some basic ideas associated with the 
exterior powers of a vector space; some basic ideas associated with the 
concepts of “rational G-module” and “affine G-set,” where G is an 
affine algebraic group; that if G is an irreducible affine algebraic group 
and C an affine G-set and E C C a closed irreducible subset, then G . E 
is an irreducible subset of C; familarity with the rational representation 
theory of A., the multiplicative group, specifically that rational A*- 
modules are fully reducible; that upper triangular matrices form a 
solvable connected algebraic group ; the Hilbert nullstellensatz; the 
principal ideal theorem; and the notion of Krull dimension of a ring. 
Our proof of the special Bore1 fixed point theorem uses the Lie-Kolchin 
theorem, that if G is a solvable irreducible affine algebraic group and V is 
a rational G-module (and the ground field is algebraically closed), then V 
has a G-eigenvector. We do not include a proof of the Lie-Kolchin 
theorem. 
1. SPECIAL PROJECTIVE G-SETS 
Throughout, k is an algebraically closed field. For a vector space V, 
let PIV be the full projective space of one-dimensional subspaces in V. 
By line we mean line through the origin, so that PIV is the projective 
space of lines in V. 
Let G be an affine algebraic group and V a rational G-module. If 
I C V is a line and g E G, then g(Z) (or g * Z) is again a line in V. This 
induces an action of G on PlV. 
Closed subvarieties of PIV that are G-stable are important to our 
theory. 
DEFINITION. Let Q be a projective variety that is a G-set. Q is called 
a special projective G set if 
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(1) there is a G-module V, 
(2) a (Zariski) closed G-stable subvariety C C PlV, and 
(3) there is a map X: Q -+ C that is an isomorphism of projective 
varieties and G-sets. 
Next, an equivalent formulation of special projective G-sets. 
Suppose V is a rational (left) G-module and W = Hom(V, K). 
Assume V is finite dimensional. Then, W is a rational right G-module, 
by the dual action. Let SW be the symmetric algebra on W. The action 
of G on W extends uniquely to an action of G on SW, where each g E G 
acts as an automorphism of SW, which preserves the grading of SW. 
Moreover, each ith graded part SWi is a rational G-module. 
The closed subspaces CC PIV are in bijective correspondence with 
the homogeneous ideals I C SW where SW/I is reduced, i.e., zero is the 
only nilpotent. If C is G-stable; i.e., a special projective G-set then I is 
a G-submodule of SW. Thus B = SW/I is a G-module with the 
following. 
PROPERTIES. 
1. B is a graded algebra. 
2. Bi = 0 for i < 0. 
3. B, = lz, B, is finite dimensional. 
4. As an algebra B is generated by B, . 
5. B is reduced. 
6. B is a rational, graded right G-module. 
7. Each g E G acts as an automorphism of B. 
Since C consists of the lines in PlV which vanish on I and B = SW/I 
one may identify the points of C with the ideals K C B where K is the 
kernel of a graded algebra surjection B tf k[x]. In fact, if 1 is a line in V 
that vanishes on 1, let 0 # p E 1. There is a unique algebra homomorphism 
w: SW -+ k, with w  j W = p. Define h: B---t k[x] so that for b E B,, 
h(b) = w(6)&, where b E SW, is a representative of b. The kernel K 
of h is independent of the choice of p. 
Given g E G, c E C, where c corresponds to the ideal K as above, 
theng . c E C, and this element of C corresponds to the ideal K * g-l C B. 
Conversely, let D be an algebra satisfying Properties 1-5 above. 
DEFINITION. Proj D = (ideals K C D 1 K is the kernel of a graded 
algebra surjective homomorphism D ++ k[x]). 
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Let W = D, . There is a natural graded algebra surjection p with 
kernel J 
O--J dSW-+LDdO, 
determined by W-Q D, . 
For K E Proj D, p-‘( r is a homogeneous ideal in SW determining ) 
a line in PlV, where V = Hom( W, K). In fact, K in* line determined 
by p-l(K), gives a bijective correspondence between Proj D and the 
closed subset E of PiV determined by J. 
Next, suppose D also satisfies 6 and 7. Then, the action of G on 
D, = W induces the dual action of G on V, making V a rational left 
G-module. 
Given an ideal K E Proj D, and g E G, then K * g-l E Proj D. If K 
corresponds to the line e E E, then K * g-l corresponds to the line 
g * e E E C V. Thus, E is a special projective G-set. 
Thus, having a special projective G-set is equivalent to having an 
algebra satisfying 1-7 and conversely. 
SPECIAL PROJECTIVE G-SET LEMMA. 
Let G be an a&e algebraic group. 
1. Let C be a special projective G-set. If E C C is a closed subset 
that is G-stable, then E is a special projective G-set. 
2. Let C be a special projective G-set and let H be a closed (algebraic) 
subgroup of G. Then, C is a special projective H-set by the induced action. 
3. Let C and E be special projective G-sets. Then, C x E is a 
special projective G-set with the product action given by 
g . (c X e) = (g - c) X (g * e) 
for g E G, c E C, e E E. 
Proof. 1. There is a rational G-module V and closed set Cl C PlV 
where C E C1 as G-set and projective variety. Under this isomorphism, 
E corresponds to (is isomorphic to) a closed set El C PIV. 
2. There is a rational G-module V and closed set Cl C PlV, 
where C E Cl as G-set and projective variety. I/ is also a rational 
H-module and the isomorphism C z Cl is also an H-set isomorphism. 
3. First, we must discuss products of projective varieties. 
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Let B and D be graded algebras. Define B @ D as a graded vector 
space by 
(B @ D)i = B< @ D< . 
There is a natural inclusion 
B@DCB@D, 
(which is not degree preserving if B @ D has the usual grading on 
the tensor product). 
B @ D is a subalgebra of B @ D that gives B @ D its algebra structure. 
Hence, B @ D is a graded algebra, and the inclusion B @ D -+ B Q D 
is a degree doubling algebra map. 
If B and D satisfy Properties 14, then so does B @ D. If B1 and D1 
are also graded algebras and u: B --t B1, 7: D -+ D1 are graded algebra 
maps, then 
is defined in degree i as 
Bi @ Di 2 Bil @ Dil, 
and u @ 7 is a graded algebra homomorphism. 
If B satisfies Properties 1-4, then B @ k[x] EG B as graded algebras 
an isomorphism being determined by 
In particular, k[x] @ k[x] s k[x] as graded algebras. 
We now show that if B and D satisfy Properties l-4, then there is a 
natural correspondence 
Proj B x Proj D+-+Proj(B @ D). 
Suppose I E Proj B, J E Proj D. 
Then, there are graded algebra surjections CT: B -+ k[x], T: D -+ k[x], 
with I = Ker u, J = Ker T. 
Then, u @ T: B @ D + k[x] @ k[x] g k[x] is a graded algebra 
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surjection. Thus, ker(a @ T) E Proj(B @ D). Also in degree i the kernel 
of 0 @ T is Ii Q Di + Bi @ Ji . Thus, we have 
(*) Proj B x Proj D a Proj(B @ D) 
I X J -+ 6 (Ii @I Di + Bi @ Ji)* 
i=l 
Notice that M is injective. This follows from linear algebra, since, 
if X C Bi and Y C Di are subspaces with 
then X = I* and Y = Ji . 
M is surjective. Suppose K E Proj(B @ D). Choose h: B @ D -+ k[x] 
a graded algebra surjection with Ker X = K. Find b E B, and d E D, 
with h(b @ d) = x. 
Define graded algebra surjections as the composites 
y:B 4 B @ Di --& k[x] 
ueB$---+ u @ di 
K:D -B @ D 2 k[x] 
UED~--+ bi @ 2). 
Then, Ker y E Proj B, Ker K E Proj D. We will show that 
M(Ker y X Ker K) = K. 
Suppose u E (Ker Y)~ , v E Di . Since K[x] is a domain if xQ(u @ ZI) = 0, 
then, h(u @ r~) = 0. 
xiX(u @ v) = A(b @ d>i h(u @ v) 
= h(bi @ di) h(u @ ZJ) 
= h(biu @ d%) 
= h(bi @ v) h(u @ di), 
h(u @ di) = y(u) = 0. 
Thus, X(u @ T.I) = 0 and (Ker r)i @ Di C Ker Xi . Similarly, Bi @ 
(Ker K)i C Ker h, . Thus, 
M(Ker y x Ker K) C K = Ker h. 
607/20/1-7 
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This proves that 
M(Ker y x Ker IC) = K, 
and M is bijective. 
This concludes the discussion on the product of projective varieties. 
Now, to prove 3, suppose C and E correspond to the graded algebras 
B and D satisfying Properties l-7. From B @ D. The ith graded part 
of B @ D is Bi @ Di, which is given the tensor product G-module 
structure, since Bi and Di are right G-modules. This gives B @ D a 
rational graded right G-module structure, where each g E G acts as 
automorphisms. 
Thus, Proj(B @ D) = Proj B x Proj D is a special projective G-set. 
It is left to you to check that the action of G on Proj B x Proj D is the 
product action. Q.E.D. 
2. BOREL'S FIXED POINT THEOREM 
LEMMA. Suppose B is a commutative graded algebra satisfying 
Properties l-5. 
(a) If 0 # b E %, then there is a graded algebra surjection 
f: B + h[x], where f (b) = x. In part&tar, Proj B f 0. 
(b) Suppose B is an integral domain. Then, B has Krull dimension 1, 
i.e., {O> and B, @ B, @ B, @ e-e are the only prime ideals in B if and 
only if B g h[x] as a graded algebra. 
Proof. (a) By the Hilbert nullstellensatz, there is o: B -+ k, where 
u(b) # 0. Define the graded algebra surjection 
fi B -+ h[x] 
f(c) = (+)/4b)i)xi, CEB~. 
This proves part (a). 
(b) If B has Krull dimension 1, then the two prime ideals (0) and 
@T=, Bi must be distinct, and (0) is the only prime ideal in @f, Bi . 
Since B is generated by B, and (O} # @T=“=, B, . There must be 0 # b E B, . 
By part (a), there is a graded algebra surjection f: B + k[x], with 
f(b) = x. The kernel of the composite 
B f, k[x] +% k 
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is OF=, Bi , so that Ker f C &, Bi . Since f (b) # 0, Ker f f @r=, Bi . 
Since Ker f is a prime ideal (because Iz[x] is a domain) it follows that 
Ker f = 0, and f is the desired isomorphism. 
The converse that Krull dim K[x] = 1 is left to YOU. Q.E.D. 
Let T denote the affine algebraic group K., the multiplicative group. 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space, and let V be a rational 
T-module where 
A * v = ha, 
forXEK, = T, VE V. 
Let W = Hom( V, K) so that V = Alg(SW’, K) = (algebra maps from 
SW to k). 
LEMMA. Let X C V be a (Zuriski) closed set, and let I C SW be the 
ideal corresponding to X. The following are equivalent: 
I. I is a homogeneous ideal, 
2. for each p E X the line in V going through p (and the origin) 
lies within X, 
3. X is T-stable. 
Proof. 3 + 1. SW is a rational right T-module, and this action 
induces the affine T-set structure of V. The right action of T on SW is 
given as follows: for r E SW, , A E T 
r . x = (A%). 
Thus, SWi is the sum of simple T-modules of type xi, where 
xi: T--f k., X--f hi. 
If X is T-stable, then I is a T-submodule of SW{ . Since T is fully 
reducible, I is the direct sum of simple modules, and by grouping these 
correctly I = @ &Ii , where Mi is the sum of simple modules of type 
xi. Then, (it is easy to check that) Mi C SW{, and I is homogeneous. 
1 + 2. Say p E X. We consider p as an algebra homomorphism 
p: SW-+ k and 1C Ker p. Define f: SW-+ h[x], for r E SWi, f(r) = 
p(r)&. Then, f induces 
k = Alg(k[x], k) -& Alg(SW, k) = V, 
h+hof. 
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For z E Ii, f(z) = p(z)xj = 0, so that I C Kerf and ImfC X. ImJ is 
the line through p and the origin. 
2 * 3. This is clear from the action of T on V. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Suppose G is an afine algebraic group, V ti a rational 
left G-module, and 1 C V is a line in V. Then, G -1 satis$es the properties 
of the above lemma. 
Proof. Let V have the T-module structure indicated above. Since 
G acts linearly on V, the actions of T and G commute and V is a G x T- 
module. Since 1 is T-stable it follows that 
G .I = (G x T) .I, 
and G -1 = (G-7 By usual theory, (G)T) is G x T-stable, 
and so is T-stable. Thus, G .l = (G x T) . 1 satisfies the properties of 
the lemma. Q.E.D. 
SPECIAL BOREL'S THEOREM. If G is a solvable irreducible algebraic 
group and C # .@ is a special projective G-set, then C has a G~?xed point. 
Proof. Since C is a special projective G-set, we assume that C is a 
closed subset of PlV, where V is a rational left G-module. 
Choose a line 1 in V, where 1 E C and m is a minimal among the 
closed sets in V of this kind. Let W = Hom(V, k) and identify V with 
Alg(SW, k) as usual. Let I be the ideal in SW corresponding to G . 1. 
Since G and 1 are irreducible, so is G. 1. Thus, I is a prime ideal. I is 
homogeneous by the previous corollary. 
Next consider the dimension of (SW/I), . The dimension is not zero 
since otherwise SW/I = k and I = @T=, SWi . This cannot happen 
because 1 E G . I and 1 consists of more than the origin. 
Suppose the dimension of (SW/I), is one. SW/I is a domain and is 
generated by (S W,il), as an algebra. If (SW/I), is one-dimensional, then 
SW/I g k[x] as a graded algebra. In this case, G . I is a line in V. 
Since 1 C G . 1, it follows that 1 = G .l, and the theorem is proved. 
Suppose the dimension of (SW/I), is greater than 1. By the Lie- 
Kolchin theorem, there is a G-stable line m in (SW/I), . By pulling 
back, there is an element r E SW, , where k . r + I1 is G-stable and 
r $ I1 . Let J be the ideal in SW generated by I and r. Then, J is G-stable 
since kr + 1, or k * r + I is G-stable. J is homogeneous because I is 
homogeneous and r E SW, . 
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Since SW/I+ k or k[x], it follows that Krull dim(SW/I) # 0, 1 by 
the first lemma of this section. Let n = Krull dim SW/I. By the principal 
ideal theorem Krull dim(SW/J) = n - 1 # 0. Thus, there is a prime 
ideal 9, where J C 9 C SW, and % is not a maximal ideal. Define the 
algebra homomorphism 
F: SW --+ (SW/2?)[x], 
r -+ 7r(r)xi, YESWi, 
where rr is the canonical algebra homomorhism SW --Q SW/2?. 
Ker F is a prime ideal since (SW/Z?)[x] is a domain, and Ker F is 
homogeneous since F is a graded map, where (SW/S)[x] is graded by 
degree in X. Clearly, J C Ker F, since, for r E Ji , F(r) = z-(Y)x~ = 0. 
Clearly, Ker F C A!. Thus, SW/Ker F is a graded domain with Krull 
dimension at least 1. By the first lemma of this section, Proj 
(SW/Ker F) # 0. Let h be a line in V, vanishing on Ker F. Since 
Ker F 1 J, it follows that h vanishes on J. Since J is G-stable, it follows 
that (all points in) G * h vanish on J. Thus, G . h Cm, since Jr> I. 
Since J # I, it follows that m E m, a contradiction of the minimality 
of G-1. 
Thus, dim(SW/.& = 1. Q.E.D. 
3. CLOSED ORBIT THEORY 
ORBIT LEMMA. Let G be an irreducible ajine algebraic group operating 
on an afine variety S. Let C be a closed set in S, where C # S. Choose 
s E S, s 4 C, where fi is minimal. Then 
(G-s- G-s)CC. 
If C is also G-stable, then G - s n C = 0. 
Proof. Usual theory shows that 
1. G * s is G-stable, 
2. G * s is open in Fs so that 
3. G . s - G . s is closed and G-stable. 
Say G . s - G . s @ C. Choose t E G - G * s, where t 4 C. Then, 
fi C G * s - G . s, since K - G . s is closed and G-stable. Thus, 
E g G . s a contradiction of the minimality of G. 
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Hence, G 9 s - G * s C C. 
The last assertion is clear. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY: AFFINE CLOSED ORBIT THEOREM. Let H be an afine 
algebraic group operating on the afine variety S + 0. Then, there is s E S, 
where H - s is closed. 
Proof. Let G = irreducible component of the identity in H. Let 
C = 0, a closed set in S. By the orbit lemma, there is s E S where 
Ges- G*sCC= 0. In other words, G-s= Gas, and G*s is 
closed in S. Since G has finite index in H, H = u: x,G for (xi)” C H. 
Thus, H * s = U” xiG * s, a finite union of closed sets, so is closed. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY: SPECIAL PROJECTIVE CLOSED ORBIT THEOREM. Let H 
be an afine algebraic group, and let E be a special projective H set. Then, 
there is e E E, where H * e is closed. 
Proof. Since E # o is a special projective H-set, we assume that 
V is a rational left H-module, and E is a closed set in PIV. 
As usual, let W = Hom( V, k) and identify V with Alg(SW, k). Let I 
be the homogeneous ideal in SW corresponding to E. Let C be the 
closed set in V of points vanishing on I. Of course, 0 E C, but (0) # C 
sinceE+ ia. 
Let G be the irreducible component of the identity in H. Since E is 
H-stable, 1 is H-stable and so C is H-stable and so C is G-stable; i.e., C is 
an affine G-set. Let T act on V as in the previous section. Then, G x T 
acts on Y as in the previous section and C is an affine G x T-set. 
G x T is irreducible since both G and T are. 
Let S = (0) in C. By the orbit lemma, there is c E C, c $ S, where 
(Gx T).c-(Gx T).CC(O). Thus, 
(G x 3”) - c = (G x 2’) * c, 
or 
(G x T) . c u (0) = (G x T) . c. 
In either case (G x T) - c U (0) is closed and is clearly G x T-stable. 
Let J be the ideal in SW corresponding to (G x T) - c U (0). By the 
second lemma of the previous section, J is homogeneous. Let e be the 
line through c and 0 in V. 
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Then 
G * e = (G x 7’) - c U {0}, 
and G * e is a closed set in PlV corresponding to the ideal J. 
Since c E C, it follows that e C C, and so as a line, e E E. 
Since G has finite index in H, H = un h,G, thus, H * e = (j h,G * e, 
the finite union of closed sets, and H * e is closed. Q.E.D. 
4. GRASSMANIANS AND THE FLAG VARIETY, CONJUGACY 
Let V be a vector space. Let AmV denote the mth exterior power of V. 
Suppose W is an m-dimensional subspace of V with basis {q ,..., zu,>. 
We assume that the bijective correspondence 
{m-dimensional subspaces of V) t) 
i 
one-dimensional subspaces of cl”V 
oftheformK+v,A...~v,, 
is known. 
We also assume that it is known that if V is a rational left G-module 
for an affine algebraic group G, then A”V is a rational G-module where 
for 27r ,..., v, E V. 
Let F denote the (full linear) group of all linear automorphisms of V. 
Assume that V is finite dimensional and fix a basis x1 ,..., x, of V. Let 
X, denote the i-dimensional subspace spanned by x1 ,..., xi . 
Let B denote the closed subgroup of F consisting of (U E F 1 v(X,) C X, 
each i}. Then, if F is realized as matrices with respect to the basis 
{Xl ,***, xJ, B corresponds to the upper triangular group so is solvable 
and irreducible. 
LEMMA. The only one-dimensional B-stable subspace of AmV is the 
space spanned by x1 A -0. A x, E AmV for m = l,..., n. 
Proof. Any vector in AmV is of the form 
(*I 
S= c “el,...e,,+, A -.. h Xe, - 
el<“‘<e, 
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Suppose x$k*x, A e-e AXIS, so that x # 0. Choose the largest t E Z, 
i < t < n, where for suitable 1 <fi < fi < .** < fmel < t, 
Sincex$kx, A se* AX,, we know that t > m. Choose s E Z, 1 < s < t, 
where s $ (fi ,..., fmvl}. Let u: V+ V be the linear map determined by 
U(Xi) = xi , i # t, 
4%) = Xt + xs * 
Then, u E B. Say 
Consider the coefficient of 
Xfl A *** A Xf, A X, A X,,+, A -** A Xfmel, 
in the representation of o s x. It must be 
x fi,...,f~.s,fi+l,..., 111 1 f- rt5 1....*f+pt y 
while the coefficient of 
is still 
x fl.....f,-1st . 
Thus, o * x is not a scalar times x and x does not span a one-dimensional 
B stable space. 
Clearly, k * xi h **a A x,~ is a one-dimensional B-stable space. Q.E.D. 
GRASSMANIAN THEOREM. 1. The only Jixed point for B acting on 
Pl(Lt”q is the line I, = k * (x1 A +*+ A x,). 
2. The F orbit of 1, is closed and is the only closed orbit in P’(li”V). 
Proof. Part 1 follows immediately from the previous lemma. 
Part 2. By the special projective closed orbit theorem there is a 
closed orbit C for F. 
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The action of 3 on C is special by the special projective G-set lemma. 
Thus, by the special fixed point theorem, B has a fixed point in C. By 
part 1, 1, E C, which implies that C = F . 1, . Q.E.D. 
It is easy to see that the F-orbit of 1, = k . x1 A .** A x, is the set 
1 
one-dimensional subspaces of 
i A”Voftheformk.v,A *..nv, ’ 
Thus, the set is a closed (irreducible) subvariety of P(A”V) and is the 
mth Grassmanian of V. 
FLAG VARIETY THEOREM. Let 
Q = P1(AIV) x P1(A2V) x ... x P1(AnV), 
which is a special projective F-set by the special projective G-set lemma. 
1. The only jixed point for B acting on Q is l1 x **a x 1, . 
2. The F-orbit of l1 x *a * X 1, is closed and is the only closed orbit 
in Q. 
Proof. Essentially the same as the previous theorem. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. Let 93’ denote the closed orbit F * (I1 x es* x I,), 
the flag variety on V. 
For uEF, a.(ll x **a x lm) corresponds to the flag 
u~x,cu~x,c*-c,~x,. 
The action of F on 9V is special by the special projective G-set lemma. 
If G is a closed subgroup of F, then the action of G on V is special by 
the same lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose G is a closed subgroup of F and x E SV. Let 
In = {g E G 1 g . x = x). 
Then, I, is a closed subgroup of G and is solvable. 
Proof. Since the action of G on SV is special, we may assume that 
U is a rational left G-module, and FV is a closed G-stable subset of 
PlU. Then, x E SW corresponds to a line 1 in U and I, is the stabilizer 
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of the line 1. That the stabilizer of a line is a closed subgroup is a standard 
“affine” result. 
Suppose x corresponds to the flag u * X, C *** C u * X,. Then, IZ 
stabilizes this flag. Thus, if F is realized as matrices with respect to the 
basis {a * xi} of V, then the elements of IZ lie in the upper triangular 
group. Thus, I, is solvable. Q.E.D. 
CONJUGACY THEOREM. Let G be an afine algebraic group. Let R, S be 
maximal solvable closed irreducible subgroups of G. Then, R and S are 
conjugate. 
Proof. Without loss, we may assume that G is a closed subgroup 
of F the full linear group on some finite-dimensional vector space V. 
Then, 9V is a special projective G-set, and G has a closed orbit C in 
SV by the special closed orbit theorem. The action of R on C is special 
by the special projective G-set lemma. Thus, there is an R fixed point r 
in C by the special Bore1 theorem. Then, R C .I, . By the previous lemma, 
I, is solvable. Since R is irreducible, R lies in the irreducible component 
of the identity in I?. By maximality of R, R equals the irreducible 
component of the identity in I, . 
Similarly there is an S fixed point s in C, and S equals the irreducible 
component of the identity in I, . 
As usual for a G-orbit, I, and I, are conjugate. Any conjugacy induces 
an isomorphism between the irreducible components of the identity of 
I,. and I, . Q.E.D. 
